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An elegant volume, [Jnderstanding

Paper is at once part

of an [800 private

press

portfolio

and

handbook that any student could and in Graham Williams' view shouid, acquire.
'If we value our work' he writes, we should have respect for what it sits on. \(e should knor.'
more and beware'. Or at least be aware.
a stand-alone
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Finding a good paper for printing, let alone the 'right' paper for onet own work, can be a
troublesome business. Graham clarifies it by suggesting criteria by which one may judge, and
by pursuing detailed investigations, often employing laboratory analysis, into what paper is and
how it behaves. A test for strength counted how many times paper needs to be folded and reverse
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is baianced by a genial common sense and business acumen.

- -_ . .- ,., : .-. :_.*estions to be asked of paper in the workplace and then of the
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not guarantees' Paper
-:.rangis in rhe rarv marerials. They shouid be seen as indicators
Subsequent makings are not necessarily identical to the first'
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Chapter Se.'en. the longest

in the book, lists 34 hand-made, mould-made and machine-

made papers, scored against the criteria Graham has established and with comments, including
a personal thumbs-up or down. For his project on nineteenth century woodblocks he printed
on 41 differenr papers. Now, you and I, readers, are not likely to want to try 41 different papers.
'We
think of the paper as subordinate ro rhe image. But this is exactly Graham \Tilliams' point.
your paper is the colour of your whites and your margins, the vehicle of your blacks, its texture
affects the composition of your greys ('surface texture is almost impossible to convey brie{1y and
accurately in words' Graham says; but I wish he had tried. I find it a key criterion in choosing

paper). Quiet or shoury the paper is ineuitably part of the image'
The book puts rhe results of a whole series of investigations at our disposal, ending with an
appendix on ink and a very educational glossary. No, I will not be trving 41 different papers, but

I shall regard those I have with more respect. For those just starting out, the book offers a breadth
of reference beyond any recommendations a tutor might give and a degree of confidence when
r.isiting a good paper supplier for the first time.
At art schooi in the sixties, we ;ust used half-imperial cartridge from the school shop. A
Chinese colleague drew our artenrion by the very different papers he was using. \7e questioned
him. 'Always
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use best materials' he said,
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'Never know rvhen masterpiece come.'
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